ECRI 2022 Product Releases
ECRI is releasing version updates of the Rigel software for 2022, with important new features as
described in these release notes.
ECRI enhances the Rigel software products continuously throughout the year, increasing
performance, updating support for existing and new external interfaces, improving the user
interface, and fixing any problems discovered. All Rigel products share some common code
base, so the applicable improvements are common to all products.
Users have the option to check for updates automatically or manually. Customers on software
maintenance can download free updates at any time.
Most minor changes will increment only the software build number that appears in the program
About box, but each year the main software version number is incremented to denote more
significant changes.
New product versions for 2022:





Rigel Workstation 2.8
Rigel Analyst 12.9
Rigel CIW 1.7
Gemini 2.8

Significant updates for 2021:







New Network License Server
New options for Crime Order arrows
Enhanced Export Options for Google Earth (KMZ) and ArcGIS Formats
Peak Profile location
Risk profiles
Profile percent dynamic adjustment

As always, there are also less significant updates accumulated throughout the year to stay
compatible with external software and to address minor issues.
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New Network License Server

X
A new internet-based Rigel multi-user network license server was introduced in beta test for
2021, and is now generally available.
Rigel multi-user network systems have traditionally used a HASP key license manager running on
a local network server. That system provides high security with a physical USB key, but is difficult
to set up for secure access from remote locations outside the LAN, and requires some IT physical
inventory management.
The new alternative network license manager is hosted by ECRI and issues licenses over the
internet. This eliminates the drawbacks of the HASP license manager, and will be a better choice
for many organizations. It does require internet access to the ECRI server from the Rigel client
system, but most organizations with internet-restricted LANs are now experienced at opening
required internet ports to enable specific services. High security is maintained by
communicating only anonymous hash codes, and the original HASP license manager remains
available for those organizations requiring total internet isolation.
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New Options for Crime Order Arrows

Crime Order Arrows

Rigel has long offered the function of displaying crime order arrows, drawing out the date and
time sequence of the crime locations as a visual aid to spotting temporal patterns.
Rigel extends this functionality with 2 new Crime Order Arrow Features



Crime Order Arrows by a single Crime Type in a mixed series (e.g., vandalism and arson)
Crime Order Arrows by site within a single Crime sequence (e.g, encounter, robbery,
property disposal), thus creating an Incident Path for that single Crime

Incident Path (Crime 3)
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Enhanced Export Options for Google Earth (KMZ) and ArcGIS Formats
Rigel has the ability to export analysis results to Google Earth kmz files, now with additional
information. This export format can be imported by both Google Earth and ArcGIS Pro so that
further analysis can be done with Rigel’s outputs.
The Google Earth kmz export in Rigel now allows export of:





Geoprofile raster layer
Crime sites
Suspect sites
Mean/median/CGT peak sites
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ESRI FileGeodatabase Export is now supported for users that have ESRI ArcMap libraries
installed on their machine and available to Rigel. Users are able to export crimes, suspects, and
geographic profiles to a GDB file which can then be imported into ArcMap.
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Peak Profile Location
Rigel has previously offered the function of displaying the following calculated points:




Spatial mean of the crime sites (or scenario subset)
Spatial median of the crime sites (or scenario subset)
Center of minimum distance of the crime sites (or scenario subset)

These are now joined by a 4th option:


CGT profile peak for the scenario

This is the maximum likelihood location produced by the profile CGT calculation.
These points can be compared between different scenarios.
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Geographic Risk Profiles
Rigel now offers the ability to generate a Risk Profile based on the inverse geographic profile.
Once a geographic profile has been generated, Rigel is able to calculate the geographic
likelihood that each grid cell will be a future target of the offender responsible for this profile.
This process is known as inverse geographic profiling, and what it produces is a geographic risk
profile.
Important features of the geographic risk profile:





It is based on the geographic profile, taking into account only geographic information,
and represents only the geographic risk factor. It is meant to be combined with other
information such as at-risk sites, as part of an overall prioritization scheme.
It has no temporal aspect. It cannot tell you anything about which at-risk location is
likely to be a target next.
Since it is a likelihood calculation based on a likelihood calculation, the level of certainty
is much less than that of the geographic profile. It also takes longer to calculate.
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Peak Profile Dynamic Adjustment
When generating a geographic profile in Rigel you are able to select the peak percentage of the
profile you want to display on the map. Rigel now allows you to adjust this percentage up and
down without recalculating the profile to easily find the optimum percentage to display visually.
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For More Information
Product comparison: http://ecricanada.com/Products
A full set of video tutorials for Rigel Workstation and Rigel Analyst is available online at:
http://rigelanalyst.net/RWDemo
http://rigelanalyst.net/RADemo
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